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Abstract—Full autonomy of ground vehicles is a major goal of the ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) community. However, reaching such highest autonomy level in all situations (weather, traffic, ...) may seem difficult in practice, despite recent results regarding driverless cars (e.g., Google Cars). In addition, an automated vehicle should also self-assess its own perception abilities, and not only perceive its environment. In this paper, we propose an intermediate approach towards full automation, by defining a spectrum of automation layers, from fully manual (the car is driven by a driver) to fully automated (the car is driven by a computer), based on an ontological model for representing knowledge. We also propose a second ontology for situation assessment (what does the automated car perceive?), including the sensors/actuators state, environmental conditions and driver's state. Finally, we also define inference rules to link the situation assessment ontology to the automation level one. Both ontological models have been built and first results are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

An autopilot is a system used to guide a vehicle without human assistance. It offers a high level of automation, on a 11-level scale for aircraft automation levels [1], [2]. If this kind of technology is well mastered for aircraft since the 70s, and if total automation is even offered with drones since the 2000s, full automation still is a challenging issue for ground vehicles. Research in this area has to deal with many difficulties related to the perception that a vehicle has of its environment and to its ability to deal with unknown situations.

Since 94% of the road accidents in France are due to human errors, it clearly appears that the car of the future, from a safety point of view, should offer automation options. From a socio-economical point of view, driving automation offers new mobility solutions for traffic regulation and gas-emission limitation.

Following this idea, cybcars were designed as fully automated vehicles [3], thought since its inception as a new transportation system, for passengers or goods, on a network of roads with on-demand and door-to-door capability. This concept emerged in Europe in the early 90s and was introduced for the first time in December 1997 at Schipol airport (NL) for passenger transport.

Since this initiative, large efforts have been performed towards full automation with the first Darpa Grand Challenge in 2004 [4] and its urban version in 2007 (Darpa Urban Challenge [5]). The Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) is the European counterpart and was extended to the test of communication abilities [6]. In 2010, the VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge, consisted in riding four vehicles from Parma, Italy, to Shanghai, China, mainly in an automated way [7]. The same year, Google announced having created an autopilot system for cars which already drove more than 200,000 km in a fully automated way [8].

The Google driverless car is the first case of a vehicle supposed to autonomously drive in an urban context. Even if Nevada was the first state to issue driverless vehicle licenses on public roadways, total automation remains a future goal, even if vehicles become more and more autonomous in the automotive industry. Indeed, many Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are now embedded into industrial cars in order to help the driver in his driving process. Part of these systems, such as speed alert or blind spot detection, is only providing advice or warning to the driver, but others, such as the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) or the Anti-lock braking system (ABS), can be considered as elements of a partial automation since they act on the control part of the vehicle. This increasing automation is possible because sensors become more and more effective and reliable.

However, sensors have predefined operating range and are not free of breakdowns. For example, it is common knowledge that GPS devices are less efficient in urban areas, because of multipath effects and temporary signal loss. Or that, for object detection, lasers can be affected by bad weather conditions such as rain or snow.

If it has been proven that fully automation is possible, even in urban scenarios, we argue in this paper that, given the current progress of this scientific area, safety for fully automated driving cannot be ensured yet at once in all situations (weather, traffic, ...). Therefore, even if full automation remains the final goal, in practice we must take an intermediate approach adapted to the situation at hand. In other words, an adequate level of automation has to be estimated and adapted on-line, depending on sensor limitations and road conditions. At each moment, extending the data process and bringing intelligence to the driving process are mandatory, in order to guaranty safety in all conditions and to cope with unknown situations.
Many efforts have been done in that direction and the whole scientific domain of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) precisely aims at bringing intelligence to automated vehicles, in order to replace the driver with a computer to a small or (hopefully) large extent. This looks particularly essential in the case of intersections, for instance, where the situation is hard to assess and the driving rules difficult to interpret. Hulsen et al. [9] build a symbolic representation (an ontology) to describe the situation at intersections in order to reason on it using traffic rules (e.g., the automated car should yield the right-of-way or not?). Bermejo et al. [10] also embed a symbolic representation (an ontology too) inside each vehicle in order to deal with emergency situations (e.g., quitting the leftmost lane on a highway when an emergency vehicle is quickly approaching). In a complementary way, the automation level of the vehicle can be adapted to the observed state of the driver (from fully aware through drowsiness to fully asleep), by using a camera detecting eye opening level, blink frequency and blink duration (see the European project HAVEit [11]).

However, there is no definition of what this spectrum of automation/autonomy for ITS should be [12], not even speaking about intelligence. Inspired by [13], we propose in this paper an approach in the same spirit: A high-level symbolic model is proposed to determine the maximum autonomy level which the vehicle should adopt, in order to cope with the current state of the environment as perceived by the vehicle and with the current state of the vehicle itself, and to guarantee a safe driving.

We propose two ontologies: The first one is designed in order to define the relationship between the automation levels and the algorithmic needs; The second one is related to the situation assessment level of the JDL (Joint Director of Laboratories) [14] applied to road driving situation. Our goal is to provide a symbolic representation and a set of rules on it, generic enough to be generalized to any system, in order to estimate the maximum autonomy level according to the current situation and its uncertainty. In contrast to what is presented in the literature, we argue in this paper that an intelligent vehicle, in addition to assess the road situation, should also assess its own abilities in term of automation: To guaranty safety, it is proposed to determine the maximum autonomy level which the vehicle should adopt, in order to cope with the current state of the environment as perceived by the vehicle and with the current state of the vehicle itself, and to guarantee a safe driving.

The paper is organized as follows: we first remind the reader what ontologies are, present our ontological models about autonomy levels and situation assessment for ITS, and present inference rules to use them (section II). Then, we present a case study in order to explain how further inference rules can be built, and we show results on an implementation in Description Logic (section III). Finally, we relate our approach to existing ones and sum up our contribution.

II. AUTOMATION SPECTRUM

Before explaining the reasoning process to propose a maximum automation level, it is convenient to define what automation is. Indeed, by automation, we mean all the modes which imply actions which are done by the system through the actuators, including actions against the driver’s intention (e.g., emergency braking). Providing advice and warning to the driver (e.g., blind spot detection) is not considered as an automation mode.

A. Ontologies

Ontologies are a way to represent knowledge inside a computer. An ontology may be defined as “a specification of a conceptualization of a knowledge domain” [15]. For example, the diagnosis of infectious disease constitutes knowledge of the medical domain. Then, its conceptualization might be its representation inside the brain of physicians. Then, its specification might be its representation in a formal computer language.

Alternatively, an ontology may be considered as a complete semantic network, emphasizing that the hierarchy of concepts has to be complete, i.e., not missing concepts involved in the conceptualization. Therefore, ways for building ontologies may rely on analyzing a corpus of texts [16]. Due to lack of such texts in the ITS domain, we rely on interviews with automation experts (members of the team) to attempt at ensuring the completeness of our ontological model.

In an ontology, concepts, role definitions and axioms lay within a terminological box (TBox), while instances of concepts, roles among such instances lay in assertional boxes (ABox). A language for representing knowledge in an ontology is description logic (DL), a subset of first order predicate logic—a subset only due to complexity issues.

Inferences are possible in an ontology using DL-reasoners. Several implementations of such reasoners exist, such as FACT++, PELLET, RacerPro [17] and others.

As opposed to other computer science areas, this language makes the open world assumption, i.e., assumes that when an assertion is not explicitly stated, it is uncertain. This is to be contrasted with the closed world assumption (e.g., in task planning [18], in first order predicate logic) in which a fluent/predicate is assumed to be false when not explicitly specified.

In first order predicate logic, a predicate is the smallest compound syntactic element, e.g., \( P(v_1, v_2, v_3) \); in task planning [18], a fluent also is the smallest compound syntactic element, e.g., \( \text{on}(\text{blockA}, \text{blockB}) \). The main difference between the two is that a predicate can eventually be negated, while a fluent is always expressed as positive, even if operators of an action plan can use its negation.

Ontology editors are available, e.g., PROTEGE, SWOOPS among others. Due to its ability to include rule languages, we will use PROTEGE in the implementation section.

B. Ontology description

In Fig.1, automation modes are separated into five layers which are detailed in the following subsections. These five layers correspond to the different control level of a car.

1) Layer 1: Longitudinal control: In this layer, the driver does not has to care about the velocity. According to the perception abilities, the system can adopt the cruise control mode, where the vehicle is in charge of maintaining a steady speed. With the Dynamic Set Speed Type mode, the maximum allowed velocity must be estimated. This can be done by combining a precise map of the environment with the GPS positioning or by perception of the road signs, or with a combination of all the available information, as done in [19].
Figure 1. Ontology of autonomy layers
Authorizing the use of the ACC implies to detect and track front vehicles in order to estimate their position, velocity and acceleration over time. In this mode, the system automatically adjusts the vehicle speed to maintain a safe distance between the automated vehicle and the vehicle ahead. When the system can decide to start itself, then the Stop&Go mode is available. Finally, if the vehicle has some communication ability, the ACC can become cooperative. The vehicle in front broadcasts his own information in order to maintain a safe distance.

2) Layer 2: Lateral control: The second layer means that the driver can drive without hand, the system takes control of the steering wheel. Following Fig 1, no additional perception abilities are required to access to the platooning mode: Front obstacle detection and tracking is enough (if the accuracy is sufficient) for a vehicle to follow the same trajectory as the one before. Similarly to the longitudinal control, communication ability allows to activate the cooperative platooning mode. Finally, if the system is able to estimate the shape of the ego-lane, then the lane following mode can be activated. This can be performed by vision [20], but also by using a precise map and a precise ego-localization, or by a combination of both [21].

3) Layer 3: Local planning: The third layer, local planning, consists of several local maneuvers which an automated system can deal with. It requires to have a deeper view of the environment. For instance, to activate the changing lane mode, the system must provide an estimation of the number of lanes on the road, as well as their sense of driving, to be sure that there is another lane where the vehicle is allowed to move. As for overtaking and obstacle avoidance modes, it is mandatory to estimate the state of the moving obstacles behind and on the side. It means that the vehicle shall be equipped with rear obstacle detection sensors. Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication allows to access to the emergency stop mode. If a driver loses control of a vehicle, e.g. due to a health emergency, the emergency stop assistant can detect the situation and autonomously take control of the car and bring it to a safe stop. The system activates the emergency flashers, carefully monitors traffic, guides the vehicle to the right shoulder of the road and alerts emergency services by communication. At the cooperative path planning level, the autonomous vehicle takes into account information coming from a supervisor to optimize the traffic. The dealing with intersections mode is to, our knowledge, out of the state of the art. It is one of the most complicated problem in ITS for a mixed traffic (no intersection supervisor). It is sometimes hard to detect intersection type if it not provided by a map. There are many elements to assess which are specific to intersections (lane marking type, painted arrows, traffic lights, ...). A 360° horizontal field of view is required for obstacle detection in order to reason about priority rules (as in [9]). Even when the situation is perfectly assessed, it is sometimes necessary to duplicate human behavior to cross an intersection: go down slowly to have a better view, wait for a car crossing and then go.

4) Layer 4: Parking: The Parking level contains four different modes. The first one, parking and pulling out, just requires to have a 360° horizontal field of view to detect obstacles all around the vehicle at low speed and to detect the navigable space to avoid curbs and holes. For the search for parking place mode, the autonomous vehicle needs to build a local map of its environment. The valet de parking mode is a compression of the two previous ones, and is already a fully automated mode for low velocity. And finally, the cooperative parking mode implies communication with a parking supervisor, which could indicate a parking space and a local map of the parking place.

5) Layer 5: Global planning: The dynamic trajectory planning mode is also a fully automated mode: The driver only has to provide a destination and the vehicle chooses the best itinerary. In cooperative trajectory planning mode, the autopilot receives information about the traffic and can change its itinerary, e.g. in order to avoid traffic jams for instance.

Reference system following (see [22] for a reference system for highway or wire guidance) is not considered in this paper. Requirements for an automated vehicle are exposed here without considering any change in the infrastructure except for V2I communication.

C. Reasoning on automation modes

There are two levels of reasoning (see the ontology in Fig. 1): reasoning by layer and reasoning by perception abilities. To activate any mode of the lateral control layer, the longitudinal control layer must be activated. In other words, the longitudinal control layer is exclusive of upper layers. This can be written as:

\[ \neg Long \Rightarrow \neg Lat & \neg Loc & \neg Glo & \neg Park \quad (1) \]

where \( \neg Long \) represents the event "the Longitudinal control layer is not activated" and \( Lat, Loc, Glo \) and \( Park \) designates the lateral control, the local planning, the global planning and the parking layer. This rule can be applied recursively on upper layers:  

\[ \neg Lat \Rightarrow \neg Loc & \neg Glo & \neg Park \quad (2) \]

\[ \neg Loc \Rightarrow \neg Glo \quad (3) \]

The second level of reasoning solves the problem of activating a layer and how to link perception abilities to autonomy modes. Perception abilities allow to active automation modes. In the following equation P1 means that this perception skill is available, and \( \neg P1 \) means that this perception skill is not available or not done with enough accuracy.

Following Fig. 1, we can write the following rules for the longitudinal control layer:

\[ P1 \Rightarrow Long1 \]
\[ Long1 & P2 \Rightarrow Long2 \]
\[ Long2 & P3 \Rightarrow Long3 & Long4 \quad (4) \]

But as for layers (see eq. (1) to (3)), the non activation of a mode is exclusive of the upper mode:

\[ \neg Long1 \Rightarrow \neg Long2 & \neg Long3 & \neg Long4 \]
\[ \neg Long2 \Rightarrow \neg Long3 & \neg Long4 \]
\[ \neg Long \Rightarrow \neg Long4 \quad (5) \]

Only the validation of the lower to the upper automation mode of the layer implies its activation:

\[ Long1 & Long2 & Long3 & Long4 \Rightarrow Long \quad (6) \]

Concerning communication layers, their communication modes need that the lower perception modes be activated.
For example, the cooperative cruise control mode cannot be activated if the Cruise Control mode is activated or if no front obstacle detection and tracking abilities are provided by the system (for safety reason, communication must be merged with perception). But this communication layer will not be activated to allow the activation of the current and upper layer.

\[ C1 \land Long1 \land Long2 \land Long3 \land Long4 \Rightarrow CLong \quad (7) \]

Following Fig. 1, the logics for reasoning about the activation of modes and layers can be extended.

Several of the terms above require representing an uncertainty level (e.g., a probability). Although float numbers (e.g., a float number between 0 and 1 representing a probability) can be encoded into OWL (Ontology Web Language), we prefer to discretize this uncertainty on a scale for easiness of interpretation, e.g., representing the lateral position as three mutually exclusive subclasses “high”, “low” and “bad” (see Fig. 2).

D. Situation assessment representation

Now the question we have to answer is how to link the different automation modes to the situation assessment made by the autonomous vehicle. Let us start with a general definition of the situation assessment for a road vehicle.

Following [23] for military applications, situation assessment for a road vehicle can be defined through six levels (see Fig. 2).

These levels contain sub-levels (subclasses) and each leaf has to be assessed (i.e., instances have to be defined for these classes of the ontology). For numerical value (boxes in sky blue in Fig. 2), such as the ego-state, not only the numerical value must be calculated, but also an estimation of the error. Then threshold must be used to establish if the accuracy is enough to validate the corresponding perception or communication task. For symbolic values (speed limit for instance, boxes in pink in Fig. 2) a confidence rate must be provided.

- The driver: the goal here is to assess the ability to drive of the driver by using interior camera or stereo-camera to monitor the driver. His ability to drive can be studied through several factors: position/orientation of the head, gaze direction, blinking, position of the hands, … A confidence rate about the ability of the driver to take the control of a part of the driving process must be provided.

- The ego-vehicle: Beyond the absolute positioning of the vehicle which can be provided by a GPS-RTK, what is interesting is to estimate the position regarding the lateral and longitudinal error. Threshold must be established to classify the position estimations as high, low or bad precision. In addition, nominal velocity, orientation of the vehicle and acceleration must be assessed.

- Communication: Quality of service is the ability of broadcasting data in good conditions. It combines several aspect for a communication channel: transmission rate, lost rate, delay,…

- Free zone: The free zone combines the state estimation of both unmoving obstacles and navigable space, which designates the area where the autonomous vehicles can move (for example it cannot go through a curb). For this part the goal is to detect the presence of some elements, such as guard rails or buildings, as well as curbs, holes and slope.

- Moving obstacles: Moving obstacles can be classified in two categories: road vehicles such as car, bus and truck and vulnerable people, such as pedestrians and bicyclists. The goal is to provide the best estimation of their state as possible, including, position, velocity, acceleration and orientation.

- Environment: The environment contains many element which can be provided by a map, such as the traffic light position, the lane shape and the speed limit, as well as elements which have to be assessed or broadcast such as the weather conditions or the lighting conditions.

Representing all these elements on the same picture enables the vehicle to have the most accurate image of the ground reality.
III. Case study

The goal is to provide an estimation of the maximum allowed automation mode $\tilde{M}_k$ at each iteration $k$ in the perception / path planning / control cycle.

The operators $<$ and $>$ designate the fact that an automation mode is said upper or lower than another one in term of automation. For example, $\text{Loc}_1 < \text{Loc}_2$ or $\text{Lat}_1 > \text{Long}_4$ according to Fig. 1.

The perception system allows to estimate the state of all, or part of, the variables of the situation assessment presented in Fig. 2. One issue is to evaluate if the used information are reliable or not.

A. Example of system description

Each intelligent vehicle, due to its perception abilities, has its own limitation and a default maximum automation mode must be first calculated. In our case study, we were inspired by previous experiments in La Rochelle in 2011 [24], in which automatic transportation vehicles (Cybercars) were deployed. Our automatic vehicle is equipped with acceleration/braking and steering actuators. Laser range finder sensors are mounted in the front and in the back of the vehicle for the front and rear obstacle detection. A frontal camera gives the road shape and the number of lanes, and recognizes road sign units. A low cost GPS device is used for ego-localization, in addition to an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and odometers, to improve the ego-vehicle state estimation. The driver is monitored through a frontal camera. The vehicle is able to communicate with the infrastructure, which supervises the intersections and provides information about the weather conditions. Finally, a precise map of the area is available, with road position, type and speed limitation. Our vehicle is not empowered with building a local map of the environment and detecting the elements of the navigable space. It can thus access to all the automation layers except the Parking one.

B. Weather consideration

The automated vehicle manufacturer ensures that the vehicle cannot ride on snow and ice. At this moment, it is the driver responsibility to drive under these conditions. That can be written as:

$$\text{snowy} \Rightarrow \tilde{M}_k = 0$$

where $\tilde{M}_k$ is current maximum automation mode.

It is common knowledge that under rain conditions, laser sensor performances decrease. It means that the obstacle detections are not reliable, limiting the maximum automation mode (the more rain, the lesser the laser performances, hence encoding a form of graceful degradation, as for anytime algorithms).

$$\text{raining} \Rightarrow \neg \text{P3} \Rightarrow \tilde{M}_k = \text{Long2}$$

Foggy conditions affects the visibility and computer vision algorithms (lane detection and speed limit unit detection). However, if the lateral and longitudinal ego-localization precision are high ($\text{latHP}$ means that the lateral positioning is performed with high precision, and similar considerations for $\text{longHP}$), lane and speed limit estimation can be still obtained by using localization and mapping. But if the lateral or longitudinal localization is damaged then some functions are lost.

$$\text{foggy} \& \neg \text{latHP} \& \text{longHP} \Rightarrow \neg \text{P4} \& \text{P2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\text{foggy} \& \text{latHP} \& \neg \text{longHP} \Rightarrow \text{P4} \& \neg \text{P2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

C. Combining all the information

As soon as a piece of information is coming, either on the automated vehicle’s sensors/actuators or on the environment, the corresponding individuals must be updated in the ontology, in order to assess the perception abilities. According to these perception abilities, the current maximum automation mode $\tilde{M}_k$ is computed through inference rules (see section III-E below).

D. Combining with the current driver state

In order to include the driver into the model, we distinguish between the automation level of the vehicle $\hat{M}_k$ and the same automation level, but including the driver $\tilde{M}_k$. More precisely, if a piece of information, which does not concern the driver state, is used to calculate $\hat{M}_k$, then this current maximum automation mode must be combined with the current driver state to provide the estimated maximum automation mode $\tilde{M}_k$. In fact, if the current automation mode implies the driver intervention and if this last one is not ready to drive ($\neg DS$), then the level of automation cannot decrease. This can be expressed as:

$$\text{DS} \Rightarrow \tilde{M}_k = \hat{M}_k$$

$$\neg \text{DS} \Rightarrow \tilde{M}_k < \hat{M}_{k-1}$$

In this case, an alert is given to the driver to give him more control back.

This strategy, also coarse in the previous equation, models a minimal safety concern.

E. Implementation

As a first step, the ontologies of section II have been implemented in OWL (Ontology Web Language) using the ontology editor PROTEGE. The rule language SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [25] is used to represent the inference rules, the DL-reasoner PELLET is used to make inferences over these rules.

For example, eq. (9) can be written in SWRL as:

$$\text{Rainy(?c), FullyManual(?a)}$$

$$\text{true} \rightarrow \text{DynamicSetSpeedType(?a)}$$

That is, when there exists an individual $?c$ of the class “Rainy”, and when the automation level $?a$ is the default one (i.e., an individual of the class “FullyManual”, which $de facto$ satisfies equation 8), then $?a$ is also an individual of the class “DynamicSetSpeedType”, which was denoted by the proposition $\text{Long2}$ in Sec. III-B.
Since SWRL does not support negated terms (due to the monotonicity of Description Logics), the maximum aspect of an automation level (i.e., the contrapositive of eq. (1), (2) and (3)) can be represented by 14 inference rules, the structure of which follows:

\[
\text{AutonomousCC}(\alpha) \rightarrow \text{DynamicSetSpeedType}(\alpha) \\
\text{DynamicSetSpeedType}(\alpha) \rightarrow \text{CruiseControl}(\alpha)
\]

(14)

(15)

That is, when there is an individual \(\alpha\) of class “AutonomousCC”, then \(\alpha\) is also an individual of the class “DynamicSetSpeedType”, the immediately lower automation level. A propagation towards classes of lower automation level can thus be encoded this way, denoting this maximum aspect.

Due to the same constraint on negation absence in SWRL, eq. (10) and (11) have to be simplified in the following inference rules:

\[
\text{Foggy}(\xi), \text{LongitudinalHighPrecision}(\eta), \\
\text{FullyManual}(\alpha) \rightarrow \text{DynamicSetSpeedType}(\alpha)
\]

(16)

\[
\text{Foggy}(\xi), \text{LateralHighPrecision}(\eta), \\
\text{FullyManual}(\alpha) \rightarrow \text{LaneFollowing}(\alpha)
\]

(17)

That is, if there exists an individual \(\xi\) of the class “Foggy”, subclass of the class “WeatherCondition” (see Fig. 2), and if there exists an individual \(\eta\) of the class “LongitudinalHighPrecision”, subclass of “LongitudinalPosition”, then the autonomy level \(\alpha\) should also be an individual of the class “DynamicSetSpeedType”, specifying an autonomy level, in addition to the default one “FullyManual”. The second inference rule above follows the same scheme.

The temporal dimension of eq. (12) can be implemented the following way:

\[
\text{NotAbilityToDrive}(\xi, \eta), \text{modeBefore}(\alpha) \\
\rightarrow \\text{mode}(\alpha)
\]

(18)

It uses (1) two mutually excluding classes, AbilityToDrive and notAbilityToDrive (due to negation absence in SWRL), both subclasses of the class DriverState in the ontology on situation assessment; and (2) additional classes modeBefore (mode being each autonomy layer name, i.e., AutonomousCC, DynamicSetSpeedType, ...) representing the existence of each previous automation mode. In other words, if the driver is not able to drive, each potential autonomy mode is propagated forward in time, therefore keeping the same maximum autonomy level at the next cycle, given the propagation mechanism above. (Lowering the automation level of the vehicle, as states in section III-D, can be encoded by adding a “DriverState” term in the inference rule above.)

Here is an example of assertions regarding the autonomy level, when a SLAM algorithm is present, inferred by the DL-reasoner by classifying the ontology, in 250 ms on a PC computer with 2 CPUs, a clock frequency of 2.5 GHz and 6 Gb RAM. It is obtained by filling the classes of the ontological model with individuals asserting the capabilities of the vehicle, e.g., SLAM present.

CruiseControl
DynamicSetSpeedType
AutonomousCC
Stop&Go
Platooning
LaneFollowing
ParkingAndPullingOut

That is, all the autonomy levels up to the maximum ParkingAndPullingOut (see Fig. 1) are activated by the propagation inference rules above (class “ParkinAndPullingOut” and below owns an individual).

IV. RELATED WORK

There is a growing interest in the ITS community towards ontological representation and use. For example, as said in section I, Regele [26] and Hulsen et al. [9] build a high level ontological representation of the environment (the road network, vehicles and traffic signs) in order to infer the next motion of vehicles at intersections, as prescribed by traffic regulation. In our framework, that work aims at reaching the global planning autonomy level in Fig. 1, and their ontology of the environment would fit as subclasses of the “environment” class in the situation assessment ontology (see Fig. 2).

Our work may appear as a way to choose the perception algorithm that the automated vehicle should use given the sensors and actuators available now in the robotic vehicle/system, given its environment and given the driver’s state. This concern is close to the one of robotic software architecture, seen as organizing the various software components (with various constraints and response time) and on-line selection of the “best” software component to activate (see for example the Subsumption Architecture [27], the ATLANTIS architecture [28], or 3-layer architectures [29] among others). There is a major difference with this body of work, though: Our point is to select an adapted level of autonomy for an automated vehicle, on a range from fully manual to fully automated, whereas these authors directly jump to the fully automated one. Once again, we advocate that current ITS do not reach this level yet in all situations, and that the autonomy level of the automated vehicle must be adapted to sensors/actuators state, environmental conditions and driver’s state.

Parasuraman et al. [30] propose four concepts (information acquisition, information analysis, decision and action selection, and action implementation) to define a framework of interaction between humans and a computer system, and a method to use it. In the view of these authors, our ontological model on situation assessment may fit into the information analysis class, while our inference rules may fit in the decision & action selection one (i.e., one way to implement deciding on which module to activate). The algorithms represented by each class of our ontological model on automation layers may be considered as one way for performing the action implementation of these authors.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a knowledge representation system for on-line configuration of perception algorithms used
to determine the automation level / autonomy layer of an automated vehicle. It can be considered as a self-assessment of the perception system to monitor co-driving. Two ontologies are proposed: one for representing the autonomy layers of the automated vehicle, on a range from fully manual to fully automated; And another one for situation assessment, integrating the vehicle perception, environmental conditions and the driver’s ability. Inference rules are proposed, relating the latter to the former, hence computing the automation level each specific automated vehicle can reach.

Future work includes embedding these two ontologies into real platforms (CyberCars) by linking the classes’ individuals to percepts (sensor/actuators state, environmental conditions, driver’s state) and perception algorithms.
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